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processors
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they

are

protocol
assumes

synchronous start. The processors are essentially agreeing on
the members of the set. If the agreed upon set is sufficiently
large, then correct processors will order a firing. In particular, a correct processor in the set only orders a firing if there
are at least n-t 2 2tt 1 processors in the agreed upon set.
Of these, at least t+l are correct, synchronized processors.
Thus a correct processor only orders a firing if at least t+l
correct processors do so simultaneously.
Now, consider a
processor q receiving at least t+ 1 commands to fire. Since q
knows at least one of these messages is from a correct processor it knows at least t+l are. Thus q knows that every
processor receives at least t+l commands to fire, and therefore that every processor knows every processor has received
these commands and so on. In short, it becomes common
knowledge that every processor has received t+ 1 commands to
fire, so it is safe to fire.

tries to form a core for p, and q only includes in the core
messages received at time s+l.
If q forms a core then q
includes in the core all messages oi the form signature(Ep(p))
received at time s+ 1. If a core is formed, q signs it and
broadcasts it. Processor q also tries to form a notarized core
for p at time sc2. A notarized core, if formed, contains all
messages of the form signature(core for p) received at time
s+2. If a notarized core N is formed by q at this step, then
N is considered to have been “received” at this step. Starting
with the second step after E,,(p) was received, each processor
q does the following (this is done regardless of whether or
not q formed a core for p or a notarized core for p).
If q receives message m, q checks if m is occeprable in the
following sense:

Proof of Theorem 4.1. As stated above, the protocol is composed of a set of identical subprotocols executed independently and in parallel. Specifically, as each correct processor
awakens it initiates a core prorocol.. If the core protocol is
successfully completed then the correct processors fire upon
completion. A core protocol initiated by a correct processor
will complete successfully unless a firing occurs earlier due to
the completion of a different execution of the core protocol.
A core protocol initiated by a faulty processor may not cause
a firing, but if it does then all correct processors fire simultaneously. (Thus, it would be sufficient to have any t+l processors initiate the core protocol.) In the following, if a correct
processor receives the same message at different times, all
receptions but the first are ignored; this prevents a faulty
processor from doing any damage by taking a message which
was broadcast by a correct processor and resending it at a
later time.

(2)

q’s signature belongs to at least n - 2t of the cores in N
(we say that q supportsN), and

An acceptable message m as in (1) is new to q if none of the
signatures E j,* Ej2v **.v Ejk are by q. If q finds one or more
messages of length k which are new and acceptable, q chooses one such message m arbitrarily and broadcasts E,,(m),
ignoring the rest. Finally, if q receives an acceptable message
m of length t+l, then q signs and broadcasts “fire,,“.
A
correct processor fires at step f if and only if at step f it
receives at least tt 1 commands “firep” signed by different
processors.
Lemmas 4.1 .l-4.1.4 show that the core protocol causes a
firing if the initiator is correct. For these lemmas, let p be a
correct processor initiating a core protocol at time r.
Lemma 4.1. I. At time rt2 all correct processors can form a
core for p containing the signature of every correct processor,
and at time rt3 all correct processors can form a notarized
core for p.

.m.*Eik(Ep(P))>

where k 2 n-t and each of the k copies of Ep(p) is signed by
a distinct processor. The signatures E,,, .... Eik belong to the
core, and the core conloins these signatures. Intuitively, a
core is a set of processors which claim to have received E,(p)
at the same step. For technical reasons, we found it necessary to notarize the core.

Proof. Since p is correct all correct processors receive Ep(p)
at time r+f. All correct processors q broadcast Eg(E,(p)) at
time r+ 1, and these messages are received at time r-+2. Since
there are at least n-t correct processors every processor
receives at least n-t messages of the form Eg(E,(p)) signed
by distinct processors. Thus all correct processors can form a
core at time rt2.
Further, since a correct processor puts all
messages Ei(E,,(p)) received into the core, for every correct
processor q the message Eg(E,(p))
appears in the cores
formed by the correct processors.
A similar argument shows that every correct processor
can form a notarized core at time r+3. lJ

A no/arized core for p is a list

where k 2 n-t and the C’s are (po:rsibly different)
p, each signed by a distinct processor.

m = Ejl(Ejz(...(Ej,(N))...))
where N is a notarized core
for p and each of the k signatures (k 2 0) are distinct (m
is said to have length k, denoted 1m I),

(3) q first received Ep(p) kt2 steps ago (this condition
implies that at any given step of q. messages of only one
particular length are acceptable).

A processor p initiates a core protocol by broadcasting its
signature, E,,(p). Each processor (including p itself) which
receives ED(p) signs it and broadcasts it. Each processor q
then attempts to form a core /or p. which is a list of the form
<EiI(Ep(P)),

(1)

cores for

A processor q which receives E,(p) at time s tries to form
a core for p at time s+ 1. This is the only time at which q
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it follows that G contains at least n - 2t processors. 0
Lemma 4.1.9. Let m be a message which is new and acceptable to processor g in group G at time z. Then E&m) is acceptable to all processors in G at time z+ 1.
Proof. Let N be the notarized core of m. One of the conditions of acceptability is that g supports N. By Lemma 4. I .7,
every processor in G supports N. B:y condition (3) of acceptability, g first received Ep(p) at time z - 1m 1 - 2. as did all
other processors in G (by definition of a group), so every
processor
in G first
received
E,(p)
at
time
(z+ 1) - 1Es(m) 1 - 2. ‘Thus every processor in G finds
E%(m) acceptable at time z+ 1. 0

Theorem 4.2. In the timing fault model there is a t-resilient
DFS algorithm only if n >- 3t+l.
Proof. Consider first the proof that there is no DFS algorithm for t = 1 and n = 3. We consider four scenarios with
three processors, A, B and C, in each. Processor C’is faulty
in Scenarios 1 and 4. B is faulty in Scenario 2. and A is faulty
in Scenario 3. It is possible to fix the wake-up times and the
message transmission times (see Figure 2) so that the foilowing facts hold.

112
312

l/Z clc Z@l

Lemma 4.1.10. Let f be the earliest time at which some
correct processor q fires (as a re.sult of the core protocol
initiated by p). Then all correct processors fire at time f.

312

1
I2

1
l/2
00

Proof. Since q fires only if it simuk3neously receives at least
t+ 1 messages “fire,“, some correct processor g sent “firep”
at time f - 1. Therefore, g received an acceptable message m
of length t+l at time f - 1. Let G be the group of g. Without loss of generality let

0A2
Scenario

L

Scenario 2

1

m = E,+t(E,(...(E,(N))...)).

Let c = pi be a correct processor arnong the t+l
that signed N. Let

I@j@2

processors

312

m’ = Ej-,(...(E,(N))...).

312
l/2

112

00

Since c finds m’ acceptable, c supports N. Since g finds m
acceptable, g supports N. It follows from Lemma 4.1.7(2)
that c belongs to G. Let z be the time when c receives m’.
By Lemma 4.1.9, all processors in G find E,(m’) acceptable
at time z+l.
Further, by Lemma 4.1.8, G contains at least
n- 2t > t+l processors, so there will be some processor in G
which has not yet signed N, provided 1E,(m’) 1 $ t. By
repeated application of Lemmas 4.1.9 and 4.1.8. all processors in G receive an acceptable message of length t+l at
time f - 1, so they all broadcast firep at time f - 1. Recall
that G contains at least t+l processors. It foltows from the
definition of the core protocol that all correct processors fire
at time f. 0

El
5/2
Scenario 3

J

Scenario 4

Figure 2. The Scenarios used to prove Theorem 4.2. The
number on the edge directed from processor X to processor Y
is the message transmission time from X to Y. The number
written next to processor X is the time when processor X
wakes up. Correct (faulty) processors are drawn as circles
(squares).

Lemma 4.2.1. If A fires at time z in Scenario 1 then A fires
at time z+ 1 in Scenario 4.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows directly from Lemmas
4.1.4 and 4.1.10. It is clear from the definition of the protocol that the number of bits of communication is polynomial in
n.

Proof. This follows since Scenarios 1 and 4 are identical
except that all processors wake up exactly one time unit later
in Scenario 4. q

We next give a matching lower bound, n 2 3t+l, for the
timing fault model. As noted in Section 2, the lower bound
of Theorem 4.2 holds also for the fault model of Theorem 4.1
(even without collusion).

For the next lemma it is convenient to introduce the
“local step number” of a processor. A processor executes its
first local step at the time it wakes up, and the local step
number is incremented by one at each subsequent step. For
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Proof sketch. As in the protocols for the models without
rushing and with more benign types of failures, correct processors attempt to build messages signed by several processors
and to use the length of these messages to synchronize. Since
faulty processors can add several signatures at a given step
we wish to obtain a sort of “notarization”
for each signature
in a string of signatures guaranteeing that a specific amount
of time was spent adding the signature. In the straightforward approach, a processor p requests notarization of a
signed message En(m) by broadcasting E,,(m).
Then all
processors attempt to obtain at least t+l acknowledgements
of the form Ea(Eo(m)). The list

example, in Scenario 1 in Figure 2, A is executing its first
step at global time 2, whereas B is executing its second step
at global time 2. Letting p denote a processor, two scenarios
are p-equivalent if the message history of p, i.e., messages
received and messages sent at each local step of p, are the
same in the two scenarios.
Two scenarios are strongly
p-equivalent if they are p-equivalent and p wakes up at the
same global time in both scenarios.
Lemma 4.2.2. For i - 1,2,3, Scenarios i and i+l are strongly
p-equivalent where p is the processor that is correct in both
scenarios.

m’ = cEq,(E,(m)),

Proof. By inspection of the scenarios in Figure 2, one can
easily verify that the following two facts hold for all four
scenarios and for all integers s 1 1:

is the notarization of En(m). if the length of a message is the
number of notarizations it has undergone, then a message of
length k requires exactly 2k steps to be constructed, even if
the k signers of the message are faulty. Although conceptually simple this approach leads to an algorithm with communication complexity exponential in t.
Our algorithm uses the idea of notarization with an implementation which is harder to prove correct but which requires
communication only polynomial in n and t. Briefly, a processor p requests support for a message E,,(m) by broadcasting
<En(m), P(m)> where P(m) is a proof that t+l processors
support m, i.e.. a list of t+l messages of the form “support
m” signed by different processors. (If m contains no signatures then no proof is required.) Any processor receiving such
a message supports it by broadcasting “support En(m)“. The
key observation is that the proof P(m) can be thrown away at
this point.
If some other processor q which has not yet
signed En(m) can form a proof of support for Ep(m). then q
requests
support
for
Ea(En(m))
by broadcasting
<E,(E,(m)),
P(En(m))>, and so on. A processor fires if it
receives a request message of the form <En(m), P(m)>
where En(m) contains t+l distinct signatures. Viewing the
number of signatures on a message as a clock. the two key
lemmas state that (1) the correct processors can increment
the clock by 1 within two steps, and (2) the faulty processors
cannot increment the clock faster than this. The idea of
notarization and its efficient implementation is similar to the
fault-tolerant distributed clocks described in [ADG, DLS].
Details will appear in the final version of the paper. 0

(1) for all messages sent from A to B, from B to C, or from
A to C, the message sent at local step s of the sender is
received at local step s+2 of the receiver, and
(2)

.... Eqt+l(Epb)b

for all messages sent from B to A, from C to B, or from
C to A, the message sent at local step s of the sender is
received at local step s of the receiver.

It follows easily from these facts (formally by induction on
the local step number) that any two scenarios are pequivalent where p is any of the three processors. The lemma
then follows immediately from the choice of the wake-up
times. q
These lemmas easily give a contradiction.
Say that A
fires at time z in Scenario I. By strong A-equivalence of
Scenarios 1 and 2, A fires at time z in Scenario 2. Since A
and C are correct in Scenario 2, C also fires at z in Scenario
2. By a similar argument, B fires at z in Scenario 3, and A
fires at z in Scenario 4, which contradicts Lemma 4.2.1.
The impossibility proof for general n and t with n < 3t is
done as usual by replacing each processor by a group of at
least one and at most t processors. The intragroup transmission times are all 1. The intergroup transmission times and
the wake-up times are chosen as in Figure 2. This completes
the proof of Theorem 4.2. 0

5. COLLUSION
5.2.
In the fault model of Theorem 5.1. if t 2 3
there is a t-resilient DFS algorithm only if n > L St/3 J + 1.

Theorem

In this section we examine the distributed firing squad
problem in the authenticated Byzantine model, in which
faulty processors may share signature functions but they
cannot rush messages.

Proof. The general outline of the proof is similar to the proof
of Theorem 4.2. Consider the impossibility proof for t = 3
and n = 5. We consider six scenarios, with three faulty and
two correct processors in each. Figure 3 shows the message
transmission times, wake-up times, and which processors are
faulty in each scenario. A link which is not drawn in these
scenarios means that the faulty processor at one end of the
link does not communicate along that link; i.e., no messages

5.1. In the model with Byzantine failures and authentication where faulty processors can collude but cannot
rush, there exists a t-resilient algorithm for the DFS problem
requiring n 2 2tf 1 processors, 2t+ 1 rounds, and an amount
of communication polynomial in n.
Theorem
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[DLS] Dwork. C., Lynch, N., and Stockmeyer, L., Consensus
in the presence of partial synchrony, Proc. 3rd ACM Symp. on
Principles of Distributed Computing, 1984, pp. 103-I 18.

6.3. DFS With a Global Clock
Suppose we have a system where the correct processors
have access to a common global clock. At each integer time
s, all correct processors taking their unison step at time s
know that it is time s. In this case, DFS becomes easier but it
is not trivial.
We can give a reduction similar IO that of
Theorem 3.2. As corollaries of this reduction, DFS with a
global clock still requires t+l rounds for fail-stop faults, and
n > 3t+ I is needed in the nonauthenticated Byzantine case.
In the authenticated Byzantine case, with rushing and collusion, there is a t-resilient algorithm for any t < n which halts
in t+l rounds.
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